ACCESSORIES

Mini

Enhance the classic design of the Austin Mini and add to your motoring pleasure, with a specially selected range of accessories, quality designed and engineering approved for your car.

Vinyel Roof Kit
GLZ 541 – Black, GLZ 342 – Walnut Brown
Enhance and personalise your Mini, an ideal product to be used in conjunction with folding fabric surrenits.

Foldinig Fabric Sunroof
GLZ 421 – Black, GLZ 422 – Walnut Brown
Enjoy the freedom of the open top, with the practicality of a soltion with the Unipart folding fabric roof. Available with leading designed to match the Mini minor finish.

Glass Hatch Sunroof – GLZ 332
Providing draught-free ventilation when tilted, or can be removed completely allowing the sun to shine in. The sliding glass panel drops 95% off the floor and reduces glare whilst still letting the light in. A rear deflector (GLZ 296) and visor kit (GLZ 396) are available as extra.

Striping Kit – ‘S’ (top trim option)
Gold – GZ 2032, Saddle – GZ 2033

Striping Kit – ‘Austro’ (lower trim option)
Vellum (off-white) – GZ 2030
Slate grey – GZ 2031
A choice of two striping schemes – Available with a wide range of fabric options.

Alloy Wheels – GAL 113
Available with a wide range of fabric options.

Amidship Extension Kit – GAL 117
A range of Amidship extension kits to suit your Mini.
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Rally Lamp – GAL 224
A powerful halogen lamp, easy to fit and a must for running at night. Available in a wide range of fabric options.

Fog Lamps – GAL 263
An excellent addition to your Mini. Available in a wide range of fabric options.

Driving Lamp Set – GAL 262
The driving lamp set consists of two large halogen lamps (4540 lumen), complete with a remote control switch, switch panel, plus all the necessary wiring. Available in a wide range of fabric options.

Door Mirrors – Saloon RH – GM 219
LH – GM 220
Estate RH – GM 231
LH – GM 232
A range of door mirrors, in a selection of styles and options. Manufactured from tough, moulded plastic, the mirror has been designed to match the existing driver’s mirror.

Wheel Arch Extension Kit – GAL 117
A range of wheel arch extension kits to suit your Mini.
Petrol Locking Cap - GSS 218

Manufactured to the most stringent design requirements, and subjected to production line quality control. Stainless Steel finish.

Rear Fog Warning Lamp - LH Saloon - GAL 247 or GAL 253
Van, Pick-up & Estate - GAL 249

Designed to match R Lamp which is fitted as standard equipment. Lamps are EEC approved and supplied with a bracket.

Luggage Claw - GTT 114
An eight arm expanded luggage claw, essential when driving with a loaded roof rack.

Towing Mirror
- Flat Glass - GAM 245
- Convex Glass - GAM 246

The Upper Towing Mirror has the practical feature of being usable as a standard driving mirror when not extended for towing purposes. It can be mounted on either the door or the wing. Conforming with EEC regulations, the mirror has a high quality black finish and is available with either flat or convex glass. Replacement mirror glasses are available.

Mudflaps (rear) - GAC 164
Tough, moulded, heavy-duty rubber mudflaps designed specifically to fit the Mini providing maximum protection. Printed with the Mini rearlights mark, they come complete with necessary fixings.

Towing Bracket (Saloon) - GTT 125
Towing Bracket (Estate) - GTT 128
Tow Ball - GTT 101

Electrical Towing Kit - GTT 213
Tow Ball Cover - GTT 100

These brackets are of a sturdy ABS design, tested and approved for immediate and easy fitment. A heavy duty tow ball, comprising of supplementary towing electric requirement, is also available along with a 50mm Tow Ball, and a black plastic moulded tow ball cover.
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Car Care Products

To assist you in keeping your Mini in showroom condition, Unipart can offer you a wide range of quality car care products, all of which have been tested and approved for the Mini by Unipart Engineers.
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